Predictive coding and active inference formulations of the dysconnection hypothesis suggest that subjects with schizophrenia (SZ) hold unduly precise prior beliefs to compensate for a failure of sensory attenuation. This implies that SZ subjects should both initiate responses prematurely during evidence-accumulation tasks and fail to inhibit their responses at long stop-signal delays. SZ and healthy control subjects were asked to report the timing of billiards-ball collisions and were occasionally required to withhold their responses. SZ subjects showed larger temporal estimation errors, which were associated with premature responses and decreased response inhibition. To account for these effects, we used hierarchical (Bayesian) drift-diffusion models (HDDM) and model selection procedures to adjudicate among four hypotheses. HDDM revealed that the precision of prior beliefs (i.e., starting point) rather than increased sensory precision (i.e., drift rate) drove premature responses and impaired response inhibition in patients with SZ. From the perspective of active inference, we suggest that premature predictions in SZ are responses that, heuristically, are traded off against accuracy to ensure action execution. On the basis of previous work, we suggest that the right insular cortex might mediate this trade-off.
Introduction
This paper evaluates a prediction of the dysconnection hypothesis (Friston, 1998; Friston et al., 2016) about aberrant sensory precision and compensatory effects on the precision of prior beliefs. We pursue this using the temporal estimation of unfolding visual events. The dysconnection hypothesis suggests that the psychopathology of schizophrenia (SZ) is mediated neurophysiologically by deficient modulations of synaptic gain or excitation-inhibition balance, thought to be caused by abnormal NMDA and dopaminergic neurotransmission (Laruelle et al., 2003) . From a neurocomputational perspective, the hypothesis calls on the theoretical tenets of predictive coding (Friston and Kiebel, 2009; Rao and Ballard, 1999) and active inference (Friston et al., 2011) .
Predictive coding equips the dysconnection hypothesis with a functional link between sensory precision and synaptic gain. Briefly, in predictive coding, the brain generates predictions at various levels in the cortical hierarchy. Higher levels send predictions to lower levels, which then reciprocate prediction errors (PEs) to higher levels, minimizing PEs and optimizing the ensuing predictions. Crucially, it is thought that the brain weighs PEs based on their reliability, or precision, which is thought to be reflected in the synaptic gain of neuronal populations reporting PEs (Friston, 2008) . Put simply, a large synaptic gain represents precise ascending PEs, and vice versa.
Crucially, for PEs to optimize predictions effectively, they must be afforded by the appropriate precision; i.e., assigned the right degree of confidence. This is particularly important in hierarchical inference, where the precision of PEs at each level of the hierarchy determines the balance between prior beliefs and sensory evidence during evidence accumulation. An imbalance between sensory and prior precision can, in principle, lead to false perceptual (e.g., hallucinations) and conceptual inference (e.g., delusions), see also Moritz et al. (2015) . The synaptic implementation of precision or synaptic gain control is therefore crucial for a veridical grip on the world, where it forms the computational homologue of attention (Feldman and Friston, 2010) . The control of sensory precision is also particularly important for action.
In active inference, actions are prescribed by descending proprioceptive predictions that engage classical reflex arcs. These descending predictions provide the equilibrium or set points for motor reflexes that realize the intended or predicted movement (Adams et al., 2013a). However, this requires the attenuation of sensory (exteroceptive) PEs that would otherwise allow ascending (proprioceptive) PEs to revise 
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